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The Editor’s Desk
Tom Wilson    

Busy as always, I ran out of time in preparing this issue.  I apologize to all of you who sent 
photos and information about your cars - that will be my leading project for the spring 
issue.

Apparently there was some prankster sending phishing to emails of our Register Directors 
this past fall, so Jack Kahler directed that all contact information be removed from the 
website and newsletter.   If you need to reach anyone in this newsletter, please go to your 
Member Directory for contact info.  Meanwhile, we’re still waiting to hear from Jack about 
how many gift cards he actually received!

I spent much of October in the U.K. on a major MG adventure involving the acquisition and moving of a large number 
of cars and spares.  There’s still two J2s and an F1 needing a new home, so if you’re up for a new restoration project 
please let me know.  The container of cars and parts coming to the USA is scheduled to arrive at the end of December; 
only the cars sold to our members made the trip.  I could write a book about the adventure; for now suffice it to say it 
was both hard work and great fun.  Lots of extra MMM spares are in the container, so perhaps some of you will benefit 
from the trip.

On a business note related to interiors - I’m closing the order book for the foreseeable future at Kimber Creek Ltd. in 
order to have more time to work on my cars.  The plan was to make a large amount of progress on the cars (2 TCs and 
11 MMMs) this year.  Instead I’ve spent most of the year working on other people’s interiors.  While it’s great to have 
a flourishing business, right now it’s more important to me to work on my hobby, and I’m blessed to be able to make 
that choice.  So - if you were planning on ordering an interior next year, better put it off for a while.  That or come to 
my studio and help build these cars!

Safety Fast,

Some of the cars lined up for moving.  Most have been off the road for many years.
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Chairman’s Corner 

Jack Kahler     

2020 has been a very unusual time in our lives with the COVID virus, civil unrest, and a presidential election, to name 
a few unusual events. Being caged at home since February has given me time to continue building my J2, and a lot of 
time to understand how fortunate I am to have good health and enjoy a beautiful family. But it also has allowed me 
to realize the number of friends I have in our Register membership. These friends gladly help you with technical car 
problems, advise you where to locate “bits”, offer you a “bit” from their inventory and even ship it to your address. 
The camaraderie amongst us MMMers makes our Register complete!!

If all goes well after the first of the year I sincerely hope to have the chance to visit with each one of you in Atlantic 
City in June for our annual National Meet. It was a very sad time when we had to cancel the 2020 National Meet in 
Colorado Springs due to the fear of COVID virus. Planning for Atlantic City continues at this time, so watch our web 
site, emails, and newsletter for the most current news as to when registration will open and how you can make hotel 
reservations. 

On October the 27th all of us lost our dear friend Brian Kelly. Brian was a devoted MMMer who loved our cars and 
enjoyed Register members worldwide. I personally will miss Brian’s entertaining stories of his world travels and the 
stories of his very interesting life! Rest well our friend; you will never be forgotten. My memories of our fun together 
at Beaulieu each September will be with me forever. 

MMMers please do everything you can do to stay healthy and take care of you and your loved ones!! Soon again we 
will meet up again as a Registrar with our beautiful MMM MGs.

  
Cheers,      

Jack Kahler
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Treasurer’s Report
Jack Schneider     

November 13, 2020 
 
It’s still a slow uneventful season. There is nothing new to report 
from the money front this time around. Our Register resources are 
being continually maintained, and everything is up to date.

We look forward to seeing you all in Atlantic City, June 14-17, 2021 
for MG2021, the every five year multi-register all MG event!

Thanks for your continued participation,

Jack

Web Report
Casey Duncan    

No news from Casey’s desk this issue.

http://nammr.org/events/

http://nammr.org/events/
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Registrar’s Ramblings
Reinout Vogt     

Getting started as Registrar was a bit more difficult than 
expected. It turned out that the database software our club 
uses (Access) isn’t available for Apple operating systems – 
and I’m a Mac user.  A first attempt to use an old unused 
PC laptop Lew Palmer had laying around worked, albeit not 
without problems (user licenses, etc.). To be fully functional, 
legitimate, and legal, the Register purchased a laptop with 
up-to-date software, and Lew Palmer loaded all necessary 
software and the membership database file. I believe that was a particularly good move on behalf of the club. With 
its own, dedicated, laptop, the Register and membership database is now portable and easy to transfer if the need 
would ever arise. Not that I am already planning my Registrar retirement, but it is simply good business practice to 
build in safeguards for continuity.  

So, that is what I have been using so far, to do some of the ‘simple’ tasks of the registrar: signing up a new member 
(with an M-type no less!), and answering an inquiry from a fellow in the UK who offered to reunite the original brass 
warranty plate with the car (also an M-type) he sold about 50 years ago but lost track of its whereabouts. Thanks to 
the great help from Lew, these things went as easy as one can wish for; the new system worked flawlessly. However, 
now comes the test - the annual renewal! There’s no doubt the equipment will work flawlessly again; hopefully the 
operator/registrar will too. 

As I mentioned in the last newsletter, membership renewal will work the same as years past. You’ve received a 
renewal form and return envelope by mail – it should arrive right after Thanksgiving. Please fill out the renewal form 
and remit the $40 annual dues for 2021 by PayPal, or enclose a check when you return your renewal form. For the 
first time in many years, that address on the return envelope isn’t Lew’s – it’s mine! 

Our register is quite small, and we don’t often have new members join. Therefore, I thought it would be a nice idea to 
introduce and welcome every one of them here in my quarterly column. And as I just mentioned, one new member 
with an M-type signed up since the last issue of MMMagazine.

Welcome to James MacKeith and 2M0662 
from McLean, VA! 

Please take a good look at this photo … what 
do you see? Most importantly, I think, you’ll 
see that the M-type is not only being driven 
but that it is being ‘used’ by a young man. 
That is James’ son Iain, who sometimes takes 
the M-type to go to school or to a bicycle 
ride/race, carrying his bike on the back. Iain 
assisted with a head gasket replacement 
and some serious top-end repairs over the 
summer and in a few email conversations, 
James referred to Iain as ‘my engineer’ and 
‘in-house machinist’. From a car perspective, 
2M0662 has several modifications: hydraulic 

WM
64I I

Ian MacKeith on his way to a ride in 2M0662
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brakes, a J or D-type style hood (bonnet), and 
a slab tank instead of the iconic boat tail. I 
already saw that James was using the Forum 
of the UK based Triple M Register to find more 
information about the modifications, which 
were probably done in the 60’s - 70’s, before 
Iain’s (late) grandfather owned the car in the 
UK. Hopefully we’ll get to hear more about its 
history in a future issue. 

By the way, M-Type drivers must like 
bicycles. The black and white photo below, 
likely taken in the U.K.. in the early 1970s is 
another modified M-type with a bicycle on 
the back. And Emma, our M, happily shares 
space with half dozen or so bicycles in our 
garage in Decatur, GA.

Emma surrounded by some bicycles 

Another “boat-tail-less” M with a push bike

Even a “modern” MG with a bike rack.
Tom Wilson’s 1945 TC0273 in Story Indiana
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 MG International - Atlantic City 2021
Press Release – December 2020

Rick Ingram, Executive Director of the MG Council

In only a few weeks MG enthusiasts from across the 
continent as well as from overseas will be arriving in 
Atlantic City, NJ to participate in MG International – 
Atlantic City 2021!
It seems like only yesterday that we put the wraps on our 
Louisville meet; how can 2016 be almost five years ago?!
The Council members typically take a break for about a 
year before thinking about the next event (and five years 
seems so far away!) and post-2016 was no different. The 
event is always on our mind…what did we do right, what 
did we do wrong, what can we do to make the next event 
even better than before? We don’t attempt to “cookie 
cutter” the show each time, but we do incorporate ideas 
and concepts that work well and are well received by the 
registrants at previous gatherings and try to improve on 
them in with an “encore  performance”.
We use an event planner (Sandy Graves of Helms-
Briscoe) for selecting a city and hotel complex to use for 
these events. We’ve had Sandy on board since we began 
planning MG2006 in Gatlinburg and are quite pleased 
with her efforts. Sandy knows our likes and needs and 
works with Convention and Visitors’ Centers as well as 
hotel properties in getting the best deal possible for us. 
Our requirements for 2021 was that the event be east of 
the Mississippi and in a region that the Council had not 
been to before. It was Sandy’s task to find cities that had 
a hotel (or a hotel complex similar to Louisville) that 
had about 1000 rooms with availability during peak 
vacation/travel times as well as having a reasonable “rack 
rate including all fees and taxes”. We started in 2017 with 
about a dozen cities/properties and narrowed that down 
to three (Baltimore, the Poconos, and Atlantic City). We 
went to each of these areas on a whirlwind site-visit that 
fall. When we returned home, and after “sleeping on it” 
for a bit, we took a vote and Atlantic City came out on top. 
By the way, we hold a “mid-week” event as room rates 
are typically better for those days than during a weekend 
and a mid-week event also provides a weekend on either 
end for travel, meaning that those in the work force will 
usually need to take only one week of vacation in order 
to attend.
The Council has been working hard over the past three+ 
years and we believe that we have a program for MG 
International Atlantic City 2021 that will have something 
for everyone. Historic tours of Philadelphia along with 
visits to the Simeone Foundation Automotive Museum 
and both Cape May and nearby Smithville await our 
registrants. (I would be remiss if I did not mention Lucy 
the Elephant in nearby Margate!) 

Please enjoy our promotional video of MG International 
Atlantic City 2021: 
https://youtu.be/_BcbC6_oGWA?fbclid=IwAR2-2DvHjrAQf2hf2Rg4c
3QJSimIngDDuW7u21-FGksWpyytzROAmebSyu0

And if you are on Facebook, please join our group: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3336095969744088/

To register for the event go to: http://www.mg2021.org
And now a few words from the rest of the Council 
representatives:
From Tom Metcalf, Council Rep of the NAMMMR:

The North American MMM Register welcomes all 
owners of 1930’s OHC Midgets, Magnettes, and Magnas 
to the five-year all-register event next June in Atlantic 
City.  We are featuring the incredible Airline Coupé, 
built on P-Type and N-Type chassis, and among the 
many tech sessions will be one featuring the history of 
these beautiful small MG’s, with an NA Airline under 
restoration for visual reference.
Our NAMMMR will have three classes - Early Midgets, 
Late Midgets, Magnas/Magnettes.....  and a special 
bonus fourth class for the Airline Coupé.
In addition to all the great Triple-M cars and owners, 
the Atlantic City and coastal NJ area make a superb 
vacation spot with scenic seaside towns, beaches, and 
lighthouses to explore. Come and join your friends - 
bring your car, or just get inspiration to finish your 
project. 
See you there!

From Blair Weiss, Council Rep of the NEMGTR:
The New England MG T Register is bringing our own 
special GOF touch to this event. Our register dinner 
will have a bit of what made GOFs in the past the place 
to be. For me a gathering like this is an opportunity to 
connect with old friends and make new friends. 
We promise no karaoke but you never know what 
kind of contest we might dream up. We’ll have our 

https://youtu.be/_BcbC6_oGWA?fbclid=IwAR2-2DvHjrAQf2hf2Rg4c3QJSimIngDDuW7u21-FGksWpyytzROAmebSyu0
https://youtu.be/_BcbC6_oGWA?fbclid=IwAR2-2DvHjrAQf2hf2Rg4c3QJSimIngDDuW7u21-FGksWpyytzROAmebSyu0
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3336095969744088/
http://www.mg2021.org
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Regalia sales set up in the flea market area along with 
the selection of books that the Register offers. We will 
also have a hang-out room for Register members to 
use when they need a place to get away from it all or 
to get reacquainted with old friends.
The car show will be something else, MG’s for as far as 
the eye can see and of course our T series cars are the 
best looking of them all!

From Tom Medeen, Council Rep of the NAMGAR:
Here’s a thought.  How about traveling to Atlantic 
City this coming June to attend the MG International 
Atlantic City 2021?!  
Just imagine standing with your feet firmly planted on 
the Boardwalk.
You’ll be smelling clean salt-air, seeing the beautiful 
blue Atlantic Ocean, listening to Mother Nature’s 
sounds of creatures and surf...plus the overall freedom 
to partake in absolute ecstasy. Your vintage British 
fetish for small quick and nimble cars will be sated 
with a plethora of activities.
You’ll meet new friends and reacquaint with former 
chums with like-minded passions.  Plus you will be 
out of the house...for God Sakes!!!  
So, lets go!  Registration has already begun!  Reserve 
your fun!  “Be there or Be Square!!”

From Richard Liddick, Council Rep of the NAMGBR:
Come one, come all, whether you are a North American 
MGB Register member or not, it doesn’t matter if you 
own a MG Midget, Post Abingdon MG-TF, perhaps a 
modified MGB V-8 or V-6 even a MG 1100/1300 or 
maybe a MGC-GT there is only one place to be the 
week of June 14th to the 17th, 2021 and that’s MG 
International Atlantic City 2021. 
Join one of the largest All Register MG events in North 
America at Harrah’s Convention Center and Resort 
in Atlantic City, New Jersey and spend some time at 
the Jersey Shore with your MG and fellow enthusiasts 
for four days of fun and sun at the beach. You can 
take a day trip down to historic Cape May either by a 
chartered bus or as a self-driving tour, walk or take a 
rickshaw ride along Atlantic City’s boardwalk. There 
are numerous nearby wineries and we will offer a 
bus trip to a couple of these along with shopping at 
the historic village of Smithville. One of my favorite 
nearby attractions is Lucy the Elephant in Margate, 
NJ. Margate is just south of A.C. and is a cute old-time 
beach town. If this isn’t enough, we will have motor 
coach day trips to historic Philadelphia and the 
Simone Automotive Museum. 
So mark your calendars for what will be one of the 

fastest and fun filled weeks of your life. The pace is 
up to you, you can attend any one of the many tech 
sessions, take a self-driving tour, hang out at the 
beach, enjoy the night life of the casinos, chow down 
at any of the many fine dining establishments.  Meet 
me in Atlantic City.

From Tony Burgess, the Council’s  
            Operations and Financial Director:

The ALL MG gatherings, like MG International Atlantic 
City 2021, offer a rare opportunity to see MGs from 
the 1930’s right up through the 2000’s displayed all on 
one show field. Each of the four National MG Registers 
(North American MMM Register, New England MG T 
Register, North American MGA Register and North 
American MGB Register) spend three plus years 
planning these events so we, in North America, can 
enjoy seeing a Triple M Airline Coupe within eyesight 
of the newest MG TF.
From a “behind the scenes” perspective, the six 
members of The North American Council of MG 
Registers spend time looking over a list of usually six 
to ten prospective locations, then whittle them down 
to two or three, then finally one. The criteria are pretty 
strict, but usually one of the biggest concerns is finding 
a host hotel with more than one thousand rooms to 
accommodate the participants, especially during 
“prime” tourist season. Then comes local attractions, 
restaurants, and all the other “bits and bobs” needed 
to host an event of this size and complexity. Once all of 
the hundreds of pieces come together and the show 
opens, you see all the participants in their beloved cars 
from all parts of North America (and farther) filling 
the roads around the hotel, you are happy to see all 
these friends together. And that is probably the most 
enjoyable part – connecting friends who may have 
not seen each other in several years, picking up their 
conversation where they left off last time, without 
missing a beat.

And a final thought from Rick:
So there you have it….the “skinny” on MG International 
Atlantic City 2021. Online registration will soon be 
available (if it’s not already live by the time you read 
this.) We encourage you to register early as some of the 
events are limited in size (motor coach tours) and will be 
available on a first-come/first-serve basis.
The web address is:  http://www.mg2021.org
Once you are registered for the event you will be able to 
reserve a room at Harrah’s. Complete information will be 
found on the MG International website. 
We hope to see you in Atlantic City from June 14-17, 2021 
where you will find “MGs by the Sea!”

     Tel: UK (011) 44 1522 703422 
    www.dynamoregulatorconversions.com 

 info@dynamoregulatorconversions.com

DYNAMO REBUILDING, MODIFICATION 
AND REPAIR. TWO BRUSH CONVERSIONS. 

ELECTRONIC DYNAMO REGULATOR CONVERSIONS INTO 
YOUR EXISTING CASE 

SEE OUR RANGE OF LED BULBS, LIGHT BOARDS AND 
ACCESSORIES  

SELF-FLASHING TRAFFICATOR BULBS AND MORE 

The new ADR106 and  ADR95 are our electronic versions of 
the old Lucas RB106 and the RF95 

Direct Replacement brand new units - Fit and forget 

They are both available in 6v or 12v, negative or positive earth 

 The ADR106 with screw or Lucar terminals 

The ADR95  with screw terminals 

Various outputs available - Fully fuse protected 

Made in England, right here in our own workshops 

See our website for more details……. 

MANUFACTURERS OF ST51 D LAMPS 

AND ST38 PORK PIE LAMPS IN CHROME 
AND BLACK ENAMEL 

MASSIVE STOCKS INC. SPARE PARTS 

http://www.mg2021.org
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Triple-M’s in the Life of Brian

Brian J. Kelly was in every sense a gentleman and scholar of all things prewar MG. He was also a great friend of the 
Register for many years, eager to share his stories and expertise freely, with focused attention to detail, accompanied 
by an engaging, dry British wit. Many of us recall the North American MG gathering in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in 
2006. While most of us trailered our cars on these long excursions, Brian always drove—in this case more than 
1,600 miles round trip from Lawrence, Kansas. It was very, very hot (as many of these summer events are), and his 
PA sported a very stylish custom-meshed sunscreen hood he designed. Brian also kept a spray water bottle handy 
when driving, periodically misting his feet to keep them cool. Of course, he tackled the Tail of the Dragon through the 
hills, not just once but twice. Eleven miles with 318 sharp curves, Brian recalled that it was “the fastest eleven miles 
he had ever driven” in his P-type. He was proud that motorcycles could not keep up with his tiny MG, roaring past on 
the short straights but left behind on the curves. All gearbox and accelerator, rarely touching the brakes.
Occasions with Brian evoke memories. Thankfully, he told the fascinating stories of his two motorcars in the pages 
of the newsletter, namely PA0512 (his restored red two-seater that covered many miles and adventures, often with 
Bobbie-Frances) and K0436 (a great find of a very original and rare K1/KD four-seat open tourer, under restoration 
for many years by Brian). The following pages are reproduced from the Summer 2002 and Spring 2003 issues. The 
game afoot, they reveal Brian’s sleuthing eye for each car’s history, as well as his delightful style of expression, where 
one can distinctly hear his voice.
Brian was given the well-deserved Jerry Keuper award in 2003. His kindness, friendship, and knowledge will be 
remembered and greatly missed. Ave atque vale!

When I Was Your Age
Phil Anderson     

ST51 for MG TB, TC, Y 
$129 per pair 

ST38 for pre-war MG 
$129 per pair 

Upgrade your classic British vehicle 
tail lights with modern LED light power! 

Most are three function (Brake, Turn & Tail light + 
License plate) units that are simple to install 

in your existing lights.  

Most are polarity neutral units (work in either positive or 
negative ground) and Red or Amber Turn Signal  

(where applicable). 
 

We manufacture 26 different models covering over 350  
different vehicles from 1929 onward. 

NNEEWW  LLEEDD  LLaammpp  IInnsseerrttss  ffoorr  MMGGss    aanndd  ootthheerr  BBrriittiisshh  VVeehhiicclleess 

Be Safe, Be Seen! 
RReedduuccee  tthhee  eelleeccttrriiccaall  llooaadd  aanndd  hhaavvee  mmuucchh  BBRRIIGGHHTTEERR,,  SSAAFFEERR  ttaaiill  lliigghhttss..  

Inquires to Lew Palmer: 
sales@brittrix.com 

Orders via PayPal  or credit card 
to www.brittrix.com  

 

Don’t see what you need? Ask, 
or visit 

www.brittrix.com 

L471 for 50 - 52 TD or  
Morris Minor $99 per pair 

TF201 for MG M-type 
and J 

$49 each 
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MMMagazine now offers display ads within 
its quarterly issues as well as the opportunity 
to advertise in the Resource Directory on the 
NAMMM Register Website,   NAMMMR.org.

Size                 Per issue       Per Year  
                                             (4 issues) 
Half Page:             $50               $200 
Full page:            $110               $440 
Business Card:     $20                 $80
 
Your ad on the NAMMMR website : $50 /year

Contact:   
       Greg Peek at the Register 

Advertise With Us!

Fall,2019
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The Midget has been the longest running model name 
of the MG Car Company. In 37 of the 57 years (from 
the start in 1923 to the closing of the Abingdon factory 
in 1980), one could drive a brand-new Midget off the 
showroom floor. Launched in 1928, the first M-Type 
Midget rolled out of the factory, still in Oxford, in 1929 
and was soon followed by C, D, J1, J2, J3, J4, PA, PB, Q, and 
R Midgets, all with overhead-cam 4-cylinder engines. 
These were succeeded in 1936 by the TA Midget, the first 
of the T-Series. Production of the TB was stopped at the 
outbreak of WWII, and restarted in Fall 1945 with the 
TC, followed by TD and the TF which was replaced by the 
MGA in 1955. The Midget name was absent from 1955 
- 1961, when it returned to the line-up with the Midget 
Mk. I, followed by the Mk. II, Mk. III and, 1500.  The last 
Midget produced late 1979 at Abingdon, shortly after the 
announcement to close MG for good in 1980. In the thirty 
nine Midget years, a grand total of 287,786 units* of 20 
different Midget models were built.

For some reason, I always thought it was Cecil Kimber’s 
vision as founder of MG to make an ‘affordable’ sports 
car for ‘regular’ people, and the M-Type Midget was his 
first attempt to built such a car and shape a new market 
segment. That idea lasted until I read the article - Engi-
neer, tuning wizard, communicator and thoroughly nice 
man - A personal appreciation of Reg Jackson (1906-

1976) - by Mike Allison in the 2018 Triple-M Register 
Yearbook of The MG Car Club. Reg Jackson joined MG in 
1928, specifically to work, directly under Cecil Cousin, on 
Cecil Kimber’s newest project to develop a 6-cylinder car, 
later known as the 18/80 (previous MG’s used 4-cylinder 
engines). Mike Allison, honorary chairman of the MGCC 
Triple-M Register, author of The Magic of MG, and a living 
MG encyclopedia, worked directly under Reg Jackson in 
the 1960’s. During their daily morning meetings, Mike 
recorded, in longhand, the stories Reg shared with him. 
Mike published these stories, written in the first person, 
as Reg told them, in Safety Fast (the MGCC UK monthly 
magazine) and the yearbook mentioned above. I re-read 
the yearbook article several times as it provides a fasci-
nating first hand account of the history of the Triple-M 
models. Eye-opening was the story about the Midget. Out 
the window went the idea of Cecil Kimber’s grand vision 
when I learned that Reg Jackson should be considered 
the father of the M-Type Midget and said: “It was “sassy”, 
smart and above all, cheap. The sort of price which with 
a bit of saving, I could have afforded”.

This excerpt is reprinted with permission of the author, Mike Al-
lison, and the Triple-M Register of the MGCC.  The two comments 
in italics are Mike Allison’s.

The Midget Story
Reinout Vogt     

Father Of The Midget

As told by Reg Jackson 

“One day I had to go to Cow-
ley and spotted the Minor. 
Cous and I were always 
talking about the Austin Sev-
en racing achievements, and 
I was soon taken on a flight 
of fancy about a small MG, 
and Cous and I talked it over. 
He took the idea to Kimber, 
who pooh- poohed it, but 
also chatted to HN** about our ideas, and he took it to 
Kimber, who said he might get a chassis up for develop-
ment work... but we had to concentrate on getting the Six 
ready for the Motor Show... I think it was in late ‘28. (Ac-
tually, it was August). We cobbled together a body with 
a pointed tail, Harry Herring made the framework, and 
we stretched Rexine over it as a covering...The Six was 

to be fabric covered, and so were some of the old 14HP 
jobs, so this was a natural thing for us to do. I made up 
a smaller version of the 18/80, as the Six had become 
known, radiator shell in German silver, and polished it 
and fitted it over the Morris radiator. lt looked OK, but 
a bit amateur-ish, so Kimber got Carbodies to make a 
couple of proper bodies up in a few days, which looked 
a lot better. When Kimber tried it, he was pleased. (Cecil 
Cousins had told me a very similar story) 

 “The prototype caused a tremendous impression at the 
Motor Show, and Kimber told me that he had taken 250 
orders for the Midget, which caused him heartache as 
he was trying to sell the idea of a luxury sports car to 
Billy Morris and the press! Anyway, the Midget went into 
production and more and more effort went into that car, 
as we were selling five or seven of those to every 18/80. 
I can’t say that l was ever enthusiastic about the 18/80 
which was really old-fashioned, but the Midget was a 
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different story: it was “sassy”, smart and above all, cheap. 
The sort of price which with a bit of saving, I could have 
afforded. 

“The Midget had proved a success, and early in 1929 
Cous, Frankie Tayler and l were to take three cars to 
Brooklands and run them in a High-Speed Trial organ-
ised by the MCC, with “named” drivers, of course, we 
three as riding mechanics. This was largely CK’s idea, 
inspired by Harold Parker of the Shell Company, to show 
the cars could stand up to one hour at maximum speed. 
I think we all three did sixty miles in the hour, which 
made good advertising copy at a time when neither the 
Morris Minor nor the Austin Seven could do much over 
forty in standard tune. 

“HN got me to have a look at the engine of one of the 
original press cars, and when I checked the valve tim-
ing, I found there was no overlap at TDC, which I knew 
wasn’t much cop, and I asked Wolseley Motors to send 
me an unground camshaft over. HN did some calcu-
lations, and I worked on grinding the blank on the 
workshop lathe, and had it hardened at Birmingham, 
to a different profile which gave us a little overlap, and 
the car went much better! We could get it up to around 

73mph, but it was running weak, so I said we then need-
ed a bit of polish and port alignment carried out. I did 
all this myself, and the result was a Midget which would 
just nudge eighty, and we knew we were on to something 
good. This car was called “Shinio” by the lads because 
of all the elbow grease I had used on the internals. I had 
balanced the bottom end up, equalised the combustion 
chambers, lined up the manifolds and so forth, and 
fitted a larger carburettor, and it really did scurry along 
then. The camshaft was put into production, production 
examples being ground on a proper machine, but I think 
that was a bit later, as they had to be slipped in between 
batches of Minor cams.

“We were by then moving the Factory to Abingdon, 
and the Essex “market gardeners” got onto Kimber for 
a team of Midgets to run in the Double-Twelve Race at 
Brooklands. We prepared half a dozen cars for that, and 
won the Team Prize, while CK’s “baby”’ the Tigress, blew 
up. After that it was Midgets all the way, and the 18/80 
died off. 

*    Sources: MG by McComb and Wikipedia
** HN refers to H.N. Charles, the early MG Senior Designer  
      and good friend of Cecil Kimber.
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Technical Topics
Gary Krukoski   

Begin with a used low cost engine stand. The stand will 
need a little modification. The rotation tube points up a few 
degrees on the stand when received.  Cut a wedge shape 
piece out of the support, then weld it back together; this 
will put the rotation tube parallel to the ground.  

I built the rest of the stand out of a used steel boat lift. 
These lifts are very low cost or free. 

Building a Low-Cost Rotisserie 
for Sandblasting and Painting 
 an MMM Chassis 

Back to Life – Again – for M3415

A peg is welded on this end 
opposite of the engine stand 
to assist in rotating  the 
chassis.  

A leg salvaged from the 
boat lift has existing 
drilled holes for adjusting 
the height. Using this leg 
you can adjust the height 
of the back end.

The stand is held together with U clamps to make assembly & storage easy.
 The cut and weld to straighten 

the post is visible.

The lower stretcher is made of two 
square tubes, one nesting inside the 
other.  Drill a hole in the large tube and 
weld a nut over it.  Use a bolt in this nut 
to clamp the tubes together; this also 
allows for length adjustment.
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INEST AWATA spray gun 
AZ3 HTE2  HVLP

The final coat in two part black paint.

Link to Evercoat Optex paint products: 
http://www.evercoat.com/optexsuperbuild/us

Evercoat has a  new paint product I used on the 
chassis. Optex Super Build 4:1 is a high fill polyester 
filler primer with a built-in guide coat. It comes in 
a 4:1 mix ratio allowing for an easy mix without a 
scale. The primer goes on pink with a gray color after 
sanding. Evercoat has a matching body filler (Rage is 
the product name) that is very easy to sand without 
the stink of the older low cost products. 

The paint requires a large tip (3.0 size) on your paint 
gun; ANEST IWATA now has a low cost gun with a 3.0 
tip.

If you need other info or photos please feel free to 
contact me.

Primed and ready for final coat.

http://www.evercoat.com/optexsuperbuild/us
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So, when Tom emailed me in October to see if my dad 
or I would write an article for the MMM newsletter I 
thought hum…. what could we write about?  My dad 
quickly pointed out that he thought it was a good idea 
and that I should write it :)

An M-type had been of interest for a while, so when dis-
assembled 2M3286 appeared on eBay it caught my eye.  
I called my dad and mentioned he might want to take 
a look at the pictures. With him in southern Wisconsin 
and me in northern Illinois a road trip to Huntington, 
NY was doable.  One thing to keep in mind, in our last 25 
years of road trips, one of us is typically busy with work, 
so the #1 goal is how fast we can get to where we are 
going and get back.

As we studied the pictures on eBay, a few things jumped 
out.  2M3286 was a metal bodied M type but had some 
interesting features.  Rear chassis mounted gas tank, cut 
down doors, 4 speed gearbox, and splined wire wheels; 
all of which were not normal M type items. I emailed 
the seller and asked some general questions about his 
ownership and what he knew about the car’s history.  
His response back to me was to give me his phone num-
ber and ask that I call him.   As I was dialing the phone, I 
was trying to envision the person I was calling and then 
an older gentleman with a gravelly voice answered.  I 
mentioned who I was and why I was calling.  

The person I was speaking to was named Chick Smith 
and he was in his early 80’s and had a terminal illness.  
He informed me that he had bought 2M3286 in England 
in 1972 and imported it to the US.  Once the car arrived, 
he drove it up and down his street a couple of times and 
then began dismantling it for a restoration.  He said, “I 
am terribly embarrassed of the car in its dismantled 
state and that I never restored it”.  Chick answered all 
my questions as best he could and really had no other 
information on its history or modifications. He then 
threw me for a loop and began interviewing me about 
my background with MGs and about my dad and me.    
Questions included what cars we owned, how long had 
we owned them, could we handle buying something 
that was in pieces and get it back together, etc.  I was 
chuckling to myself, thinking that I was going through a 
rigorous interview…

We had probably been talking for 30 minutes or so 
when he said “so listen, it is important to me that this 
car goes to someone that will put it back together 
and fix this big mess I made of it.”  He then proceeds 
to throw out a price and asks, “what do you think?”.  I 
responded with a “give me 5 minutes and I’ll call you 
back”.  I called my dad, and within 3 minutes, I was back 
on the phone with Chick and told him we had a deal.

2M3286 was all disassembled except for the engine and 
gearbox.  I remember thinking that if we got one of the 
hitch carriers for the back of my dad’s truck, we could 
possibly fit it all without needing to take the enclosed 
trailer all the way to NY and back.  Feeling fairly con-
fident in our plan, we set a date with Chick to head 
his way.  Five days before our trip, I get a call from my 
stepmother that my dad is heading to the hospital with 
a bad cold.  Fortunately, after a strong set of antibiotics 
later he is well enough to go, pills in tow and an order to 
get lots of sleep (yeah right).  

We left southern Wisconsin at 4am on a Friday and 
drove the 875 miles to Parsippany, NJ.  My dad and I 
crashed at a hotel and tried to get some sleep.  We are 
up early on Saturday morning and after traveling the 
remaining 75 miles, got to Huntington, NY, arrived at 
our meeting place at 9am sharp.  Having never spent 
much time on the East Coast, I remember distinctly 
questioning why so many people up and driving around 
on a Saturday morning and why are they all telling each 
other that they are #1.  I remember my amazement to 
seeing a mom with 3 young kids in the car giving many 
middle finger signs to cars as we were stuck in traffic 
somewhere in NY. :)

It was genuinely nice to finally put a face to a name and 
meet Chick.  After some initial conversation, we began 
the process of loading 2M3286.  Chick’s property had 
multiple barns and a little bit of the M type seemed to 
have made its way to each of the barns.   All in all, load-
ing went quickly.  Chick had two very nicely restored 
Stutz Bearcats, and as we spoke, it turned out those 
were a big reason why the M type was still in pieces.  
Fortunately, 2M3286 did all fit in the truck without even 
using the hitch carrier.  The frame stuck out the back of 
the cap a bit, but everything else fit nicely into the truck 
bed.

Rescuing 2M3286
Jason Klemm    
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We were loaded and back on the road by 2pm that af-
ternoon, and just made it into Ohio by that evening.  We 
kept remarking to each other over and over again that 
“it’s hard to believe we have a whole car in the truck”.  
Later that night at the hotel, a man was out walking his 
dog and we struck up a conversation.  He asked what we 
were moving, and when I answered that it was a 1932 
MG, his response “where’s the rest of it?”.  We dug out 
a few pictures to convince him that it was all there and 
what it would look like when it is fully restored.  

Sunday was uneventful and we made it the rest of the 
way to Wisconsin to unload.  It was a fun 1,900-mile 
3-day trip.  While I am not sure riding all the way to NY 
and back was exactly what the doctor meant when he 
wrote my dad’s prescriptions and told him to take it 
easy, it was an exciting 3 days with lots of fond memories 
of the trip to get 2M3286.

On a side note, unfortunately not much history is known 
before Chick Smith’s ownership or why it had those 
non-standard M type features.  With any luck we can get 
this pandemic behind us and get MGing again.  Plan is to 
have 2M3286 out and about very soon . . .

Chick in 1972

Rough reassembly in our garage today . . .
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23rd National Rally – 12th-16th March 2021
It’s on !

Registrations and accommodation are open for bookings now.

The fee is $225 per person, which includes dinner on the first and last nights and a farewell breakfast.   
If COVID-19 restrictions force us to cancel the rally, paid registration fees will be fully refunded.

More information and Registration are here: https://mgpre56.co.nz/web/ 

We have special accommodation prices available until December 12, 2020. 

There is also a cancellation policy in the case of COVID-19 lock-down. Please click the “Accommodation” tab 
for details.

 Estd.1968

  

 Tel: (011) 44 1789 400181    Mob: (011) 44 7836 244103 
please ‘phone before calling in

Email: barry@barrywalker.com   Web: www.barrywalker.com  British Motor 
Heritage approved

BARRY WALKER
 .....for the very best in vintage MGs.....

THE ONLY ONE-STOP SHOP FOR MMM OWNERS.CARS, SPARES, NEW & USED.

1933 MG J2 to J4 Specifi cation. A totally restored mint condition J type MG to J4 specifi cation with Phoenix crank, 
Corello rods & Cosworth pistons. Nose mounted Arnott s/charger, full J4 dash with 6” rev. counter, switch bank, 
dashlamps, etc; Full  Brooklands exhaust; bucket seats in grey leather to compliment the superb Ocean blue coachwork,
& a full set of black double-duck weather equipment. A wonderful opportunity to obtain a very rare MG................£69,950

SHIPPING ARRANGED FOR ALL CARS WE OFFER, 
WITHOUT HASSLE

WE HAVE SPARES,  SPARES,  SPARES FOR ALL PRE-WAR MGs –  BOTH NEW & USED 
Visit www.barrywalker.com or phone or email

MMM/TABC Spares
Send for a full listing of all 
parts available or send us 

your ‘wants’ list. ALL PRICES PLUS SHIPPING & HANDLING OR CALL IN FOR BETTER BARGAINS ON PRICE

https://mgpre56.co.nz/web/
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Pre War  
NON FACTORY 
Accessories

Most MG owners like to personalize their auto. The MG factory usually supplied a list of  
accessories to owners, although these mostly consisted of speed enchancement items. Many 
sports car shops and MG dealers would provide an assortment of accessories available to a new 
MG owner. As more recent MG owners acquire MMM cars it is sometimes unclear what, if 
any, previous owner has added as accessories and what would have been original from the  
factory. The next few pages contain original period advertisements for some of the accessories 
available from companies and MG dealers. Likely there are more than featured. 
  It would be interesting to know if any of these accessories have been found on our members MGs.
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Shown here are both a  
Sports Car supplier  

(above) 
and what I believe is  

a well known manufacturer/ 
supplier... Derrington 

 
Both establishments  

advertised regularly in the 
MG Car Company’s 

publications   
The MaGazine (1930- 1934) 

and 
The Sports Car (1935-1939)    
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Most will recognize the Midge as many of the existing MMM cars display either an original 
(available and designed for Aprox.1933-1935 MGs only )  

or one of the many modern reproductions that exist today.

 
A lesser know aftermarket accessory the  

Walters TelTail Indicator 
was advertised in  

The Sports Car (1935-1939) 
Has anyone ever seen one?
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Central Motor Institute, one of the leading MG distributors, offered MG owners a 
wide array of accessories for their new cars. CMI was a regular advertiser in both 

The MaGazine (1930- 1934) and The Sports Car (1935-1939). 
  A little know fact is that Rivers Fletcher had a position (1931-) at CMI in Hampstead 

where he was alloted a metal panelled M-Type for the purpose of demonstrating the vehicle 
to agents and to present it at competition events. 

The following pages contain images of CMI advertising.
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Central Motor Institute 
actually produced a multi-page 

flyer exclusively for MG 
Midget and Magna 

accessories.
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